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Techniques and Innovations

Purple of Cassius

Start with a recipe.

First, prepare something called aqua regia, a combination of aqua fortis and spirit

of salt. The proportions can vary: Cassius himself says 2:1; William Peckitt

recommended 3:2.  Use the aqua regia to dissolve some gold: a gold coin will be

easiest to obtain. The dissolution will happen more quickly if the gold is shaved or

cut into small pieces, and heat will speed the reaction. The solution will be

yellow-colored. In a separate vessel, dissolve some tin filings in just enough aqua

regia to make a solution. You need a large container for this, as the solution will

effervesce and you might otherwise lose some of the liquid.

Fill a third container with clean water. Stir in first some drops of the gold solution

and then about half as many drops of the tin solution. A red substance will

precipitate out. Repeat these last two steps until all of both solutions are used up.

Periodially collect the precipitate and wash it.  You may use separate containers

for each collection, but not everyone suggests this.

The coloring material made by precipitating gold in a tin chloride solution is often

called purple of Cassius, named after Andreas Cassius, who described it in his

treatise De auro (1685).  It was known before then, however: it is mentioned by

Johann Glauber and Andreas Libavius and the process to make it is described in a

fourteenth-century Bolognese manuscript of painters' recipes.  This was not the

only technique to obtain red colors from gold; eighteenth-century versions of

Antonio Neri's Arte vetraria describes heating a gold powder until it turned purple

and using this to create red-colored glass.  Purple of Cassius, however, had a

noted advantage over other techniques; its color was stable in the presence of

high temperatures. This made purple of Cassius an excellent coloring material for

the vitreous colors: ceramics, glass, and enamels. And, as the basis for the

Chinese famille rose porcelain colors that were fashionable in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, purple of Cassius is the unusual example of a coloring

material adopted from the West into Asian manufactures.

Gold. Der Goldpurpur, welcher eine Vermischung des fein zertheilten metallischen Goldes mit
höchst entbrennstoffetem oder orngenirtem Zinnkalk ist, gibt dem Glasflusse eine Purpurfarbe,
die durch den Zausatz von etwas Silber in das Rosenrothe übergehet. Er wird mit dem fein
geriebenen Glasfluß nur gemischet; durch vermischung der dargestellten Porzellanmahlerfarbe
mit verschiedenen Sorten Blau, werden mannichfaltige Schattirungen von Violet hervor gebracht.
Das Knallgold ertheilt den Glasflüssen ebenfalls eine Purpurfarbe, die aber nach der Menge,
worin es beygemischt ist, mehr oder weniger metallisch—goldglänzend ist, das heißt verhangirt.
Ueberdem wird das ganz fein durch schwefelsaures Eisen (reaulinisch) gefällte Gold mit
einemäußerst geringen Zusatz von Glasfluß zu regulinischen Goldfarbe gebarucht.
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Johann Georg Krünitz, "Gold," Ökonomisch-Technologische Encyklopädie (Berlin, 1785), 19:419.

Ruby-colored glass based on this gold-tin solution is closely associated with

Johannes Kunckel, glassmaker and alchemist to Elector Friedrich Wilhelm of

Brandenburg. Kunckel had described experiments to calcine gold with aqua regia

to make a transparent red color.  The affiliation of the best examples of this

product with German and Bohemian glassmakers was exploited by Mayer

Oppenheim when he applied for patents in Britain to make ruby and garnet

colored glass.

I wish you would tell Mr Rhodes that the Calx Cassi he gave me for our use here is not the same
as the last, we have try'd it in the same manner we treated the, but it is as dry as a brick, & a
dirty brown color we cannot use it, & our Enamelers have nothing to do, & must play or do
worse 'till he sends us some better color which I hope he will do by the first Coach. It is a sad
thing that we cannot have two parcels of color alike. I suppose there is too little Gold, & too
much Tin in this, & the salts not wash'd sufficiently out of it.

J. Wedgwood to T. Bentley dtd Etruria 24–26 Dec'r 1770 Wedgwood MS E18335-25.

Purple of Cassius is a powerful colorant as well as a beautiful one, and it will yield

a range of purple, red, and pink colors that can be used in enameling and to

decorate ceramics. The solution was so powerful that, despite the use of gold, it

was not prohibitively expensive. One of Jean Hellot's correspondents noted that

one gros of gold could make 49 gros of purple color when prepared for ceramic

painting; if application is measured in numbers of brushstrokes, this could

decorate a very large number of pieces.  Yet gold-tin reds were deceptively

difficult to make. The technique required considerable skill, especially as the

speed with which the components were combined controlled the resulting color.

Despite the ready availability of instructions in the procedures, it was a task for

specialists.

Ce n'est que le phlogistique de l'étain conservé que l'on a trouvé, lorsqu'on a employé deux
mesures d'esprit-de-vin à l place de deux mesures d'eau, contre une mesure d'eau régale, pour
dissoudre l'étain; vu que l'esprit-de-vin est, comme on sait, très-chargé de … phlogistique, ce qui
fait qu'il; conserve très-longtemps celui qui est dans l'étain.

C'est par cette raison que l'on fait de très-beau précipité pourpre, en mettant des feuilles d'étain
telles qu'on les trouve dans des livrets chez les Doreurs, dans une bonne quantité de dissolution
d'alun; si on filtre cette liqueur après que les feuilles d'étain y auront séjourné huit ou dix jours,
& qu'on y mette ensuite de la dissolution d'or.

Didier-François d'Arclais de Montamy, Traité des couleurs pour la peinture (Paris, 1765),
111–112.

As a product of the chemical laboratory, purple of Cassius, like Prussian blue,

inspired interest and continued exploration. Yellow obtained from silver may have

been one complementary technique; instructions that call for a solution of silver

in aqua fortis, also precipitated in water, appear in a number of manuscripts and

were published in several eighteenth-century chemical and general treatises.

Technique transfer between Purple of Cassius and other coloring materials is
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equally obvious, if more circumstantial, in the development of Holland or Dutch

scarlet; a red color for wool as bright and lively as the red of ruby glass. The

technique, attributed to Cornelis Drebbel, used a tin mordant to brighten the color

produced by cochineal.  The discovery, as reported in the eighteenth century,

was a fortuitous accident similar to that of Prussian blue; fortunate in that the

discovery happened to someone able to recognize and exploit it. Drebbel, it was

said, accidentally broke a container of tin-infused aqua regia over a container of

the cochineal extract used in making thermometers. This became, after

subsequent experiment, a tin chloride mordant for the coloring material cochineal.

(Tin had a long history of use as a mordant but not in this form.) The technique,

once discovered and improved, became a standard for bright scarlet, supplanting

the more traditional alum-mordanting process and ultimately replacing Venetian

scarlet as the most desirable red color. At the time of his discovery Drebbel was

employed by the prince of Wales; about 1627 a manufacture was established in

London by Drebbel's son-in-law to produce what became known as "Bow-dye

scarlet," a bright red wool. By the mid-eighteenth century, Karl Wilhelm Pörner

noted that this tin solution was an indispensable ingredient of all scarlet dyes.

The coloring material of purple of Cassius is a colloidal metallic solution; color is

created by the reflection of light off metal particles that are, typically, about

one-tenth the diameter of a wavelength of light. The precipitated gold is a red or

red-purple color because gold reflects most strongly at the red end of the light

spectrum.  This explanation for the coloring properties of gold in tin chloride was

not possible in the eighteenth century, however. Efforts to understand the

coloring principle of purple of Cassius, and attempts to use that understanding in

the production of other colors, continued throughout the century. One explanation

suggested that, in an analogy to the metallic oxides recognized as good colors for

vitreous colormaking processes, gold oxide formed in the tin-aqua regia

solution.  For John Wilson, the process to make purple of Cassius justified his

understanding that objects reflect the colored rays of which there is the greatest

abundance: When gold is dissolved in aqua regia, he noted, it reflects yellow in all

directions. Complete the colormaking process: add some gold solution to water,

and follow with a few drops of tin chloride. The solution will change from yellow to

purple and the liquid will stain cloth purple. Nevertheless, Wilson did describe an

unsuccessful experiment with direct dyeing of cochineal and a tin-aqua regia

solution. And, when he attempted the transfer of this process to cotton goods, he

found the result beautiful, but not permanent.  Elizabeth Fulhame, perhaps

aware of Wilson's comments, tested this latter observation in her experiments on

combustion and to find a way to adhere metals to cloth.  Purple of Cassius was,

like Prussian blue, a manufactured color of nearly endless philosophical and

practical possibilities.
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